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Evolution of EU dairy policy
• Original policy: intervention storage, import tariff & 
export subsidy

• 1984: surpluses out of control � quotas

• Reforms since 2000:
– Cuts on intervention prices (-25% butter, -15% milk power)
– 60% compensated by direct payments
– 2% quota increase

• Eurocrats & dairy industry today: ‘milk prices are 
rising � quotas redundant’



Questions
1. Why were quotas introduced?

2. Why the recent reforms?

3. What are the effects?

4. Are quotas redundant?



1. Why were quotas introduced?
• Trend change in agricultural markets (from c. 1880):

– Reclamations and new techniques boosted production
– Lagging food demand and substitute products based on fossil fuels
– Individual farmers could not adjust the supply
– Upshot: free market gave no remunerative prices

• Governments introduced protection, but this led to 
dumping � GATT bound protection to supply 
management

• EU and US violated this rule, but in EU milk dumping 
costs became socially unacceptable
– Quotas allowed effective reduction of policy costs, yet were resisted 

by the dairy industry



1. Why were quotas introduced?
• In the 20th century, the free market no longer led to 
remunerative agricultural prices
– Farmers lacked individual influence on total supply
– Technical progress boosted supply and provided substitute products 

based on fossil fuels
– Demand for food lagged behind 

• National governments responded by price protection
• Protection alone led to increasing dumping � GATT 
rules bound protection to supply management

• The EU (and the US!) violated these rules, but the costs 
of dumping milk became socially unacceptable
– Quotas effectively reduced these costs
– But the dairy industry still resisted them
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2. Why the recent reforms?
• In the Uruguay Round, EU and US got permission for 
direct payments without supply management

• They are now using this possibility to whitewash 
their violation of the GATT
– By substituting direct payments for price supports they can  continue 

exporting for prices below their own costs of production
– EU invokes ‘non trade concerns’ but these play a secondary role

• Cross-compliance only gradually introduced after the payments 
themselves

• ‘Modulation’ and ‘rural development’ serve to co-opt progressives 
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direct payments without supply management

• They are now using this possibility to whitewash 
their violation of the GATT
– By substituting direct payments for price supports they can  continue 

exporting for prices below their own costs of production
– EU invokes ‘non trade concerns’ but these play a secondary role

• Cross-compliance only gradually introduced after the payments 
themselves

• ‘Modulation’ and ‘rural development’ serve to co-opt progressives 

• Maintaining quotas goes against the rationale of this 
strategy
– Agro-industry resists supply management because it wants to 

increase its turnover
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3. What are the effects?
• EDIM model: From 2003 to 2007, the reforms have 
reduced the milk price by over 15%
– By cutting on milk price support the benefits from the quotas for 

farmers were reduced undermining their support for the system

• Quota abolition will reduce the milk price with 
another 15%



4. Do rising milk prices make the 
quotas redundant?
• In the long term, the trend in agricultural prices 
might once more change 
– Scarcity of land and water, stagnating yield potentials, rising energy 

prices

• Whether the current price rise is the start of a trend 
change is unsure
– The price rise in the 1970s was also followed by new price declines

• Reducing support may squeeze investment leaving 
the world ill prepared for future scarcity  



If scarcity may increase in the future, it is vital to invest in 
agricultural production capacity. This requires sufficient 
support, with (flexible?) supply management to avoid 
oversupply and dumping in the short run

Speculating on a short-term price rise for cutting down 
income support and abolishing the quotas is a short-sighted 
policy that provides  dairy industries with short-run gains but 
increases future risks


